
READING Is a SUPERPOWER with 
Spotlight graphic novels & comic books!

Here are some of the projects you can give to your 
students to make comics educational and enjoyable!

CHARACTER RESEARCH 
• Character Graph – Use the handout provided on page 2 to research information about the characters in 

Treasure Island.  Page 3 provides teachers with the answer key.

• Trivia Questions – Use the handout provided on page 4 to have students work independently, with a 
partner, or in a small group to research the trivia questions.  Page 5 provides teachers with the answer 
key.

CREATIVE WRITING PROJECTS
• Create a Graphic Novel Adaptation – Use the handout from page 6 to have students create a graphic 

novel adaptation of their favorite classic story. 

• Create a Graphic Novel – Use the handout from page 7 to form small groups and ask the groups to 
create their own graphic novels over the course of a week.

GLOSSARY WORDS
• A teacher reference list of all 5th and 6th grade level words found in the books with defi nitions is 

provided on pages 8-21.  Please use as you like. 

• Vocabulary Matching – Use the handouts on page 22 as games for students to match words to 
defi nitions.  Answer sheet is on page 23. 

• Vocabulary Words – Use the sheets on pages 24 to have students research and become comfortable 
using a dictionary to fi nd the defi nitions of words.  An answer sheet is on page 25.

EDITOR’S NOTE:
We included antiquated or period terms in our vocabulary section for Treasure Island.  These include 
maritime terms, words from 19th century England, and more. We felt this would clarify the text for readers 
and provide an excellent stepping-off point for period studies or further learning based on the books.

Comic book text is short, but that doesn’t 
mean students don’t learn a lot from it!  
Comic books and graphic novels can be 

used to teach reading processes and 
writing techniques, such as pacing, 

as well as expand vocabulary.  
Use this PDF to help students get more 

out of their comic book reading. 

TREASURE ISLAND



CHARACTER RESEARCH
Treasure Island

Directions: Choose one of the characters below and use the Internet to fi nd the information and fi ll
out the character graph.

Jim Hawkins
Long John Silver
Captain Smollett

Ben Gunn

ou

L
C

.

Profession:

Favorite Weapon:

Write any other interesting information about the character.

Description:

Was this
character a pirate?    n: cha

CHARACTER NAME:

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––



CHARACTER RESEARCH-CHARACTER GRAPH ANSWERS
Treasure Island

CHARACTER NAME:  Jim Hawkins
PROFESSION:  Cabin Boy
DESCRIPTION: Young lad, no description given, 
FAVORITE WEAPON: Used a knife and a gun, but didn’t own a weapon
WAS THIS CHARACTER A PIRATE?   No
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Long John Silver
PROFESSION:  Pirate captain (or ship’s cook)
DESCRIPTION: Lost one of his legs, and uses a crutch to help him get around. He was very tall and 
strong, with a face as big as a ham. 
FAVORITE WEAPON: Cutlass or pistol.
WAS THIS CHARACTER A PIRATE?   Yes
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Captain Smollett
PROFESSION:  Ship’s captain 
DESCRIPTION: Sharp, observant man. 
FAVORITE WEAPON: Cutlass or pistol.
WAS THIS CHARACTER A PIRATE?   No
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Ben Gunn
PROFESSION:  Marooned pirate 
DESCRIPTION: Sunburned and dressed in a ragged patchwork of scraps from the ship’s supplies. 
FAVORITE WEAPON: Anything he can fi nd on the island.
WAS THIS CHARACTER A PIRATE?   Yes



TRIVIA QUESTIONS
Treasure Island

1. Who wrote the classic novel Treasure Island?

2. What is the name of the Hawkins’s inn?

3. Who is the cabin boy?

4. Who is the fi rst pirate Jim Hawkins meets?

5. What is the name of the ship bound for Treasure
      Island?

6. What is the “Dead man’s chest?”

7. When was the book Treasure Island fi rst published?

8. Who was nicknamed Barbaque?



TRIVIA QUESTIONS-ANSWERS
Treasure Island

1. Who wrote the classic novel Treasure Island?
Robert Louis Stevenson

2. What is the name of the Hawkins’s inn?
Admiral Benbow

3. Who is the cabin boy?
Jim Hawkins

4. Who is the fi rst pirate Jim Hawkins meets?
Billy Bones

5. What is the name of the ship bound for Treasure
      Island?
Hispaniola

6. What is the “Dead man’s chest?”
An island – Dead Chest Island

7. When was the book Treasure Island fi rst published?
1883

8. Who was nicknamed Barbaque?
 Long John Silver



Create a Graphic Novel Adaptation
Graphic novels aren’t just for superheroes and mutants.  You can create a 

graphic novel based on your favorite book or story!  Here’s how:  

1) Choose which story you want to adapt.  Think carefully about the amount of 
action, the number of characters, and how many pages your adaptation will be.

2) Adapt the story into a script.  Read the original story and decide how it can be 
told in illustrated panels. How will pacing affect the number of panels?  Use the 
original novel to write each panel’s description, narration, and dialog.

3) Draw the panels from your script in pencil.  Play with the size and angles of the 
panels or create insets.  Make sure to leave room for narration and dialog!

4) Ink your penciled pages.  Now that the story looks the way you want it to, use a 
pen or black marker to draw in dark outlines.

5) Color the inked panels.  You can refer to the original novel to use the colors the 
author described and use your imagination to fi ll in the rest.

6) Letter your graphic novel.  Use your script to insert the narration and dialog into 
the panels.   

7) Draw a cover for your graphic novel.  Make sure to credit the original author 
and name yourself as the adapter - if you claim the story as your own, you are 
plagiarizing!  Your graphic novel adaptation is complete! 

Words to Know
dialog - the words characters speak.  Dialog often appears in round bubbles.
inset - a panel set inside another panel.  Insets often show a detail of the larger panel.
narration - the words that explain what is happening in the panel.  Narration often appears 
in square boxes. 
pacing - a method of using the size of the panels to show the amount of action on a page.  
Several small panels make a reader’s eyes move quickly and increase the feeling of action.
plagiarism - to pass off the words or ideas of another person as your own.



Create a GRAPHIC NOVEL
It takes many people to create a graphic novel.  Writers and artists 

bring their talents together to create an illustrated story.  You can work 
with your classmates to create a graphic novel.  

Here’s what you need:

1. WRITERS - choose an author or two to write the story.  Authors will work 
with the pencillers to decide narration, dialog, panel divisions, pacing, and 
descriptions of the art.

2. PENCILLERS - choose artists to draw the panels in pencil.  Pencillers will 
work with the authors to draw exactly what they envision.  Pencillers will 
also work with letterers to provide enough space for the text and sound 
effects.

3. INKERS - choose artists with a steady hand to outline the panels and 
important art in them.  Inkers will work with the pencillers to decide what 
needs bold outlines. 

4. COLORERS - choose detail-oriented people to color the inked panels.  
Colorers have to keep colors consistent throughout the panels.  Colorers 
will work with writers and pencillers to get the correct colors in the panels. 

5. LETTERERS - choose someone to insert the narration and dialog into the 
panels.  Letterers work with pencillers to make sure there is enough room 
for the text.  Letterers also work with the writers to make sure the text is 
in the correct place. 

6. PRODUCTION MANAGER - one person will need to oversee the entire 
project.  He or she will coordinate the different team members and make 
sure they are able to talk to each other.  The production manager will 
also create a schedule and make sure each team member follows it to 
complete the novel.



GLOSSARY WORDS
Treasure Island Vol. 1: Treasure Island – 86 terms 

accuracy - free of mistakes.
apoplexy - a sudden loss of body function.
bade - said to do something; commanded.
berth - a shelf or bed for sleeping on a ship or train.
bundle - a number of things that have been tied together.
canvas - a type of heavy, strong cloth.
clash - to strike together with force, making a loud noise.
clung - held someone or something tightly.
cove - a small bay.
crouched - to have lowered the body close to the ground by bending the legs.
curious - interesting because unusual or strange.
curtains - cloth hung in a window or other opening to shut out light or to cover something.
custom - belief or a regular practice.
cutlass - a short, curved sword.
debts - something, such as money, that is owed to another person.
defense - to protect or guard.
diffi cult - very hard to do.
disgrace - to bring shame to; loss of respect or honor.
dispersing - breaking up and scattering.
distress - a condition of danger or of needing help.
dreadful - very bad; awful.
earshot - the distance over which a voice or other sound can be heard.
fi dget - to move in a nervous or restless way.
fourpenny - an old British coin worth four pennies.
gabbling - quick, speedy, unclear talk.
golden guinea - a coin used in the United Kingdom worth 21 shillings or 105 pence (pennies).
gracious - doing what is polite, kind, or right.
grog-shop - a shop that sells beer and spirits. Grog refers to beer and spirits.
grumbling - making deep, angry, quiet sounds; rumbling.
hamlet - a small village.
handbarrow - a fl at frame with handles on each end by which it can be carried by two people.
hastened - sped up.
head-foremost - headfi rst.
hornet - a large, stinging insect that is a kind of wasp.
inclined - drawn to an opinion or course of action.
incredible - hard or impossible to believe.
infernal - evil or awful.
inform - to tell.
intercept - to stop a person or thing on its course.
interior - the inside area of a house or building.
lancet - a small surgical instrument.
lantern - a case that protects and lets light shine.
magistrate - a public offi cial, such as a mayor or a judge.
miscellany - a mixture of various things.
newcomers - people who arrived not long ago.
nimbleness - quick and light in movement.
noggin - a small mug or cup; a unit equal to 4 ounces.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 1: Treasure Island - 86 terms
Continued...

nohow - slang meaning in no way or not at all.
oath - a rude word; curse.
oilcloth - a heavy smooth cloth that has been treated with oil to make it waterproof.
pistol - a small gun that is held and fi red with one hand.
plank - a long piece of wood.
plodding - to move in a slow, tired, or heavy way.
prophetic - telling of what will happen or what has happened.
pursue - to chase or seek.
raging - with great anger; having a fi t.
random - no pattern or order.
ransacked - destroyed while looking for things to steal. 
reeled - lost balance.
regrouped - to get together again or reorganize.
repugnance - strong dislike.
resumed - to start again after stopping; to return to.
rogues - people who are dishonest or mean.
saber - a heavy sword with one sharp edge.
sawbones - a surgeon or doctor.
scoundrel - an evil person.
seafaring - working or living at sea.
session - a meeting or set of meetings between a group of people.
shipmates - people who work or live on the same ship.
signboard - a board on which there is a sign.
sinewy - tough and stringy.
smacked - to taste, smell, or have a slight hint of something.
smuggler - a person who take things in or out of a country illegally or in secret.
soft-spoken - a person who speaks with a soft or mild voice.
sprang - moved quickly; jumped.
strode - walked with long, even steps.
swab - a low ranking sailor.
swoon - faint; pass out.
tallowy - having the color or feel of tallow, the hard fat from animals such as cattle or sheep. Tallow is 
used in making soap and candles.
talons - the claws of a bird or animal.
trudged - walked in a tired way.
twitch - to move or pull with a quick, sudden motion.
vise - a tool used to hold an object in place.
warily - using caution.
weather-eye - careful watch for any change.
whence - from what cause or place.

 



Glossary Words
Treasure Island Vol. 2: Treasure Island Part 2 – 90 terms

accuracy - free of mistakes.
apoplexy - a sudden loss of body function.
bade - said to do something; commanded.
berth - a shelf or bed for sleeping on a ship or train.
bundle - a number of things that have been tied together.
canvas - a type of heavy, strong cloth.
clash - to strike together with force, making a loud noise.
clung - held someone or something tightly.
cove - a small bay.
crouched - to have lowered the body close to the ground by bending the legs.
curious - interesting because unusual or strange.
curtains - cloth hung in a window or other opening to shut out light or to cover something.
custom - belief or a regular practice.
cutlass - a short, curved sword.
debts - something, such as money, that is owed to another person.
defense - to protect or guard.
diffi cult - very hard to do.
disgrace - to bring shame to; loss of respect or honor.
dispersing - breaking up and scattering.
distress - a condition of danger or of needing help.
dreadful - very bad; awful.
earshot - the distance over which a voice or other sound can be heard.
fi dget - to move in a nervous or restless way.
fourpenny - an old British coin worth four pennies.
gabbling - quick, speedy, unclear talk.
golden guinea - a coin used in the United Kingdom worth 21 shillings or 105 pence (pennies).
gracious - doing what is polite, kind, or right.
grog-shop - a shop that sells beer and spirits. Grog refers to beer and spirits.
grumbling - making deep, angry, quiet sounds; rumbling.
hamlet - a small village.
handbarrow - a fl at frame with handles on each end by which it can be carried by two people.
hastened - sped up.
head-foremost - headfi rst.
hornet - a large, stinging insect that is a kind of wasp.
inclined - drawn to an opinion or course of action.
incredible - hard or impossible to believe.
infernal - evil or awful.
inform - to tell.
intercept - to stop a person or thing on its course.
interior - the inside area of a house or building.
lancet - a small surgical instrument.
lantern - a case that protects and lets light shine.
magistrate - a public offi cial, such as a mayor or a judge.
miscellany - a mixture of various things.
newcomers - people who arrived not long ago.
nimbleness - quick and light in movement.
noggin - a small mug or cup; a unit equal to 4 ounces.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 2: Treasure Island Part 2 - 90 terms
Continued...

nohow - slang meaning in no way or not at all.
oath - a rude word; curse.
oilcloth - a heavy smooth cloth that has been treated with oil to make it waterproof.
pistol - a small gun that is held and fi red with one hand.
plank - a long piece of wood.
plodding - to move in a slow, tired, or heavy way.
prophetic - telling of what will happen or what has happened.
pursue - to chase or seek.
raging - with great anger; having a fi t.
random - no pattern or order.
ransacked - destroyed while looking for things to steal. 
reeled - lost balance.
regrouped - to get together again or reorganize.
repugnance - strong dislike.
resumed - to start again after stopping; to return to.
rogues - people who are dishonest or mean.
saber - a heavy sword with one sharp edge.
sawbones - a surgeon or doctor.
scoundrel - an evil person.
seafaring - working or living at sea.
session - a meeting or set of meetings between a group of people.
shipmates - people who work or live on the same ship.
signboard - a board on which there is a sign.
sinewy - tough and stringy.
smacked - to taste, smell, or have a slight hint of something.
smuggler - a person who take things in or out of a country illegally or in secret.
soft-spoken - a person who speaks with a soft or mild voice.
sprang - moved quickly; jumped.
strode - walked with long, even steps.
swab - a low ranking sailor.
swoon - faint; pass out.
tallowy - having the color or feel of tallow, the hard fat from animals such as cattle or sheep. Tallow is 
used in making soap and candles.
talons - the claws of a bird or animal.
trudged - walked in a tired way.
twitch - to move or pull with a quick, sudden motion.
vise - a tool used to hold an object in place.
warily - using caution.
weather-eye - careful watch for any change.
whence - from what cause or place.
 



Glossary Words 

Treasure Island Vol. 3: Mutiny on the Hispaniola – 106 terms

anchorage - a place where ships can stop and park.
awkward - not right; unusual or uncomfortable.
becalmed - to make a sailboat not move because of no wind.
beheld - to see or observe.
bow - the front part of a ship or boat.
brace - a pair.
buccaneering - illegally attacking ships.
bustle - to move quickly; a lot of activity.
canvas - a type of heavy, strong cloth.
consort - a wife or husband.
council - a group of persons gathered together to make decisions.
coxswain - one in command of a ship’s boat.
craggy - jagged, steep, or rough.
custom - belief or a regular practice.
cutlass - a short, curved sword.
daresay - to be brave enough to say or admit something.
defenseless - not able to resist attack.
defi es - to refuse to obey.
description - the act of using words to give a picture of something.
deserter - someone who has run away from a duty.
desperadoes - daring or risky outlaws.
detailed - planned.
disarm - to take away the weapons of somebody.
dislodged - removed or forced out of a fi xed position.
draped - to cover with a cloth.
dreaded - greatly feared.
embark - to board a ship or to begin something.
emerge - to come out; leave.
enclosure - a space that is surrounded, or something that surrounds.
enlisted - to have joined the armed forces voluntarily.
fancy - a liking for something.
fate - the power that is often believed to decide what will happen or the ending that had to 
happen because of this power.
fl ed - ran away or escaped.
fl uttering - waving back and forth.
foresheets - in a rowboat, the space in front of the front rower’s seat.
gamekeeper - a person hired to take care of birds or other wildlife that are used for hunting and 
sport.
hail - to call out to or waved to in order to get the attention of somebody.
hoarse - having a rough and weak sound.
inform - to tell.
injured - hurt.
interval - the period of time between two events.
isle - a small island.
knave - a person who does evil things.
knoll - a small rounded rise of land; hill.
mainland - the main land mass of a country.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 3: Mutiny on the Hispaniola - 106 terms
Continued...

marooned - left on an island or coast, far from other people.
marsh - a low, wet area, often thick with tall grass.
melancholy - causing a feeling of sadness or gloom.
modulated - to have tuned to a certain musical key or pitch or to have varied the loudness or 
pitch.
musket - a heavy gun with a long barrel.
musketry - fi ring small guns and focusing the fi re on specifi c targets.
mutiny - to openly go against or fi ght the leaders in charge.
narrative - a story or explanation of events.
nay - no.
notion - a theory of belief.
outlandish - strange or foreign.
overheard - to hear without the speaker’s knowledge.
pedestal - the base used for a column, statue, or some other object.
pickaxe - a tool that has one pointed end and one fl at end.
pirate - a person who attacks or robs ships at sea.
pistol - a small gun that is held and fi red with one hand.
pork - the meat from a pig.
pounds - the main unit of money in the United Kingdom and Ireland.
predicament - a diffi cult condition.
quarter-master - the person on a ship who steers it and also directs the orders given by the 
captain.
ration - a fi xed share or portion.
realize - to understand completely and correctly.
reckon - to count, guess, or expect.
regret - to be very sorry.
resumed - to start again after stopping; to return to.
reverently - respectfully.
ringleader - a person who leads a group.
roistering - to brag loudly.
rudder - a moveable blade at the back of a ship or plane used to control direction.
sane - normal; having a healthy mind.
schooner - a sailing ship with at least two masts.
scuffl e - a brief fi ght.
scurvy - a sickness caused by not having enough vitamin C.
shaggy - having long, rough hair or something like hair.
sheer - straight up and down, or almost so.
shipwrecked - the breaking or loss of a ship.
snuff - tobacco that has been ground into small pieces so that it can be taken in through the nose.
soared - fl ew or stood tall in the sky.
solitude - the condition of living or being by oneself.
sore - feeling pain; hurting.
spade - a small tool that has a long handle and a fl at blade.
spires - a spiral or twisting shape.
spout - a forceful push of something.
squalling - to cry out as in fear or pain.
stake - to take the chance of losing; bet.
starvation - the act of dying because of no food.
stockade - a fence for defense or protection made of logs placed side by side.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 3: Mutiny on the Hispaniola - 106 terms
Continued...

streaks - long, thin lines.
surly - crabby or in an irritable mood.
swab - a low ranking sailor.
tout - to brag in public.
tract - an area of land or water.
truce - a stop or end of war that is agreed upon by all groups.
undulating - to move in waves.
unfortunately - having bad luck.
uninhabited - not lived in.
Union Jack - the national fl ag of the United Kingdom.
vegetation - plants.
volley - the fi ring of a number of guns at the same time.
wavering - to become unsteady or begin to weaken.
weapon - anything that is used to attack or defend.
 



Glossary Words
Treasure Island Vol. 4: Embassy and Attack – 99 terms

adrift - moving or fl oating without being steered; fl oating freely.
afoot - on foot; walking.
anchorage - a place where ships can stop and park.
bilge - water that slowly gathers in the rounded part of a ship between the bottom and the sides.
blockhouse - a building with openings for guns to fi re through.
boatswain - the person responsible for a ship’s gear. 
boom - a long pole that stretches the bottom of a boat’s sail and holds it in place.
breakers - a heavy ocean wave that breaks into foam on the shore or at sea.
briskly - quickly; full of energy.
bulwark - a wall or wall-like thing, often made of mud and dirt and used for defense.
carousing - loudly party while drinking beer or similar drinks.
clambered - climbed in a goofy or struggling way.
coil - something that has been wound into circles.
coracle - a small boat covered with hide.
coxswain - one in command of a ship’s boat.
cutlass - a short, curved sword.
damp - a little wet.
dashed - moved quickly; ran.
dawn - sunrise; the fi rst daylight that appears in the morning.
defeated - beaten or won a victory over.
defenses - the means of resisting attack.
derisively - in an unkind way that makes fun of somebody. 
desertion - the act of leaving and not fi nishing one’s duty with no plan of coming back.
desire - to want or wish for.
determined - to have made up ones mind very fi rmly.
dilapidation - letting something fall apart and rot.
disappeared - to be no longer seen; vanished.
disappointment - the act or feeling of failing to meet what one hopes or expects to reach.
disgust - a strong dislike.
disposed - placed or arranged.
dodge - to avoid something by moving quickly or being clever by tricking.
dreadful - very bad, awful.
droning - making a low, steady sound.
drunk - having had too much to drink, specifi cally drinks like beer or wine.
enlisted - to have joined the armed forces voluntarily.
estuary - the wide part of a river’s lower end, where it meets the sea.
express - to make known; to show or tell the thoughts or feelings of oneself.
fl ed - ran away or escaped.
former - earlier.
gill - a unit equal to one fourth of a pint or four fl uid ounces (fi ve fl uid ounces in the United Kingdom).
grievous - suffering severe pain or sorrow.
gunfi re - the fi ring or shooting of a gun.
hailstone - a single piece of frozen rain.
helm - a wheel or lever used for steering a ship.
hilt - the handle of a sword or knife.
huzzah - hurray! Used to express liking, joy, or to get fi red up.
incline - a slope or hill.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 4: Embassy and Attack - 99 terms
Continued...

instinct – natural knowledge of something.
irons - chains used to hold a prisoner.
isle - a small island.
jib-boom - a pole that holds the sail.
Jolly Roger - the black fl ag, with a while skull and crossbones, of a pirate ship.
larboard - the left-hand side of a ship as one faces the front.
lively - full of life or energy.
loopholes - small holes, like the ones in the wall of a fort for the fi ring of guns.
lopsided - having one side that is larger or heavier than the other.
lurch - to move sideways or with uneven, unsteady steps.
marooned - left on an island or coast, far from other people.
meantime - the time that is in between.
mizzen - the third mast on a boat.
moan - a long, low sound of pain or sadness.
morass - a marsh or a swamp.
musket - a heavy gun with a long barrel.
musket-balls - the iron balls that are shot out of muskets.
mutineer - a person who openly goes against the person or group in charge.
mutiny - to openly go against or fi ght the leaders in charge.
notion - a theory or belief.
oath - a rude word; curse.
palisade - a fence of strong stakes built to enclose or defend. The states are placed close together 
and set fi rmly into the ground.
peril - danger or risk.
pirate - a person who attacks or robs ships at sea.
pistol - a small gun that is held and fi red with one hand.
port - a heavy sweet red wine.
possession - something that is owned.
powder-horn - a container made from a cow’s or an ox’s horn, used to carry gunpowder.
priming - explosive powder or material.
promotion - a raise to a higher grade or position.
quartermaster - the person on a ship who steers it and also directs the orders given by the captain.
reappearance - to come into view again; appear again.
reckon - to count, guess, or expect.
repeated - said or did something again.
repulsed - turned down rudely or forced back.
rifl e-ball - the iron ball that is shot out of a rifl e.
rum puncheon - a large barrel used to hold rum.
scarf - a long piece of cloth or other material worn around the neck, head, or shoulders.
schooner - a sailing ship with at least two masts.
shrouds - any of a set of ropes or cables set from the head of a mast to the sides of a ship.
slacken - to not be tight.
sprang - moved quickly; jumped.
starboard - the right side of a ship or aircraft when facing forward from the inside.
stern - the rear back part of a boat.
stockade - a fence for defense or protection made of logs placed side by side.
stranded - be placed or left in a helpless or diffi cult position.
subaltern - a person who is of a lower rank or position.
treachery - violating faith or confi dence.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Treasure Island Vol. 4: Embassy and Attack - 99 terms
Continued...

truantry - the act of being gone without permission or anybody knowing.
truce - a stop or end of war that is agreed upon by all groups.
unaccounted - not accounted or explained.
wrestle - to struggle or fi ght.

 



Glossary Words
Treasure Island Vol. 5: In the Enemy’s Camp – 92 terms

achievements - things done or carried out successfully.
admixture - the act of mixing or being mixed.
ahoy - a greeting to get the attention of sailors on a ship.
anchorage - a place where ships can stop and park.
apprehension - being nervous about the future.
avast - a command to stop.
beam-ends - the top of the side beams of a ship. “On her beam-ends” is a phrase that means the ship 
is tipping so far on its side it is about to fl ip over.
belay - stop.
boarder - a person who is staying at a house or place and given meals.
bog - wet, spongy ground.
bonfi re - a large fi re built outside.
buccaneers - people who illegally attacks ships along the coast; pirates.
bungled - did a task poorly.
bygones - something that has happened in the past.
captors - people who have taken and hold someone or something by force.
caulker - the last drink taken after having many drinks before it.
chorus - a group of people who sing together.
chuckle - a soft or quiet laugh.
clenching - tightly shut.
clove - a dried fl ower bud of an East Indian tree.
cockroach - an insect with six legs and a fl at body that lives in homes and other buildings.
coerced - to get somebody to do something by using fear or force.
cordage - the ropes and lines of a ship or boat.
council - a group of persons gathered together to make decisions.
cruise - to travel for pleasure on a ship.
crutch - anything used to help a person walk.
cutlass - a short, curved sword.
daybreak - the fi rst daylight in the morning.
declare - to say strongly or fi rmly.
demon - an evil spirit.
deposed - to tell the truth about what happened.
deuce - slang for the devil.
doubloons - a gold coin from Spain and Spanish America.
downright - complete; total.
drain - to make empty by drinking.
earshot - the distance over which a voice or other sound can be heard.
embers - small pieces of glowing wood or coal.
escort - to go along with someone or something to protect or as an honor.
gallows - a high wooden frame used for hanging people.
hail - to call out to or waved to in order to get the attention of somebody.
hash - a mess.
hazing - to play jokes on somebody and make them take a teasing.
hearty - strong, sturdy and full of warmth and energy.
heave - to push or throw with great force.
hitch - to join or hold together with a rope or straps.
hostage - a person captured by another person or group in order to make a deal with authorities.
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immense - very large; huge.
infamous - having or causing a bad name or image for oneself; shameful.
insubordinate - not obeying a superior.
isle - a small island.
lodger - a person who rents a room.
lubber - any person bad at sailing or has never done it or a dumb person.
malaria - an illness carried by mosquitoes that causes chills, fever, and sweating.
margin - the edge or area near it.
marooned - left on an island or coast far from other people.
mast-head - the top of a ship’s mast (the pole that holds the ship’s sail).
messmate - a person with whom one eats meals regularly.
mutineer - a person who openly goes against the person or group in charge.
mutiny - to openly go against or fi ght the leaders in charge.
notion - a theory or belief.
numbskull - a stupid or foolish person.
oath - a rude word; curse.
overboard - over the side of a boat and into the water.
passenger - a person who is not driving but travel in a car, boat, or other vehicle.
perjury - lying to a court.
piracy - stealing or attacking at sea.
pistol - a small gun that can be held and fi red with one hand.
pitcher - a poor way of pronouncing picture.
plank - a long piece of wood.
plateau - area of fl at land.
ration - a fi xed share or portion.
reckon - to count, guess, or expect.
recoiling - to jump or back away in surprise or fear.
regain - to get back; recover.
resign - to leave; to give up one’s position.
revengeful - fi lled with a wanting to get back at or get even with someone.
schooner - a sailing ship with at least two masts.
sprung - to have changed or moved in quickly.
squalls - sudden, powerful winds that move in quickly and usually bring rain, sleet, or snow.
stealthy - secret in action or character.
stockade - a fence for defense or protection made of logs placed side by side.
thence - from that time on; from that cause.
threaten - to say that one will harm or punish.
torch - a stick which the top can be lit on fi re to give off light.
torture - to cause great pain to the body or to the feelings of a personal or animal.
treacherous - having hidden dangers or hazards.
truancy - not doing duties.
tumbled - rolled end over end while falling.
unfaithful - dishonest or broke a promise.
vengeance - punishment to repay for an injury.
violent - acting with great force; very strong.
waist - the part of the human body between the chest and the hips.
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absence - not there; a length of time of being away.
accomplices - the people who helped with a wrongdoing.
accursed - having been made the subject of a curse.
amassing - gathering together a large amount.
ample - large in size, amount, or space; as much or more than is needed.
anchorage - a place where ships can stop and park.
await - to wait for.
bearing - position in relation to other things; sense of direction.
beheld - to see or observe.
belay - stop.
bilge - water that slowly gathers in the rounded part of a ship between the bottom and the sides.
bland - boring; plain.
buccaneers - people who illegally attacks ships along the coast; pirates.
bulkhead - a wall that separates a ship into parts that water can’t get into.
bulwark - a wall or wall-like thing, often made of mud and dirt and used for defense.
bungled - did a task poorly.
cache - a secure storage place.
carcass - the body of a dead animal or person.
coinage - many different coins when talked about together.
council - a group of persons gathered together to make decisions.
cripple - a person or animal that cannot use a part of its body because of an illness or wound.
cruelty - a rude or mean action.
cruise - to travel for pleasure on a ship.
daresay - to be brave enough to say or admit something.
dereliction - the act of neglecting one’s job.
deserted - left behind somebody or something.
devil - an evil spirit or being.
disappointment - the act or feeling of failing to meet what one hopes or expects to reach.
dispatched - sent away quickly for a certain purpose.
distance - the measure of space between thing, places, or points in time.
diversity - a number of different things or types.
drunk - having had too much to drink, specifi cally drinks like beer or wine.
excavation - a hole that has been dug.
forfeit - to lose or give up.
former - earlier.
gallows - a high wooden frame used for hanging people.
garb - clothes.
gigs - a fast, long rowboat for two to four rowers.
guineas - coins used in the United Kingdom.
haunted - can’t stop thinking about an idea or a memory, usually a bad one.
hoard - a collection or supply of something.
huzzah - hurray! Used to express liking, joy, or to get fi red up.
imposter - a person who cheats or tricks others by pretending to be another person.
inexpressible - not able to describe or tell in words.
involved - to have been a part of.
isle - a small island.
laden - fi lled with great weight.
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leisurely - slow; not in a hurry.
liberate - to free or let out.
lubber - any person bad at sailing or has never done it or a dumb person.
margin - the edge or area near it.
millstones - heavy thoughts that are hard to move on from.
minted - made by stamping metal.
mutineer - a person who openly goes against the person or group in charge.
notable - worthy of special attention.
novel - original or new.
oath - a rude word; curse.
obsequious - having attentiveness.
omens - things that are believed to be telling of the future.
opposite - located at or on the sides across from each other.
pace - rate of movement.
palisade - a fence of strong stakes built to enclose or defend. The stakes are placed close together 
and set fi rmly into the ground.
pickaxe - a tool that has one pointed end and one fl at end.
pig-nuts - any type of hickory tree or its fruit.
pirate - a person who attacks or robs ships at sea.
plank - a long piece of wood.
plateau - area of fl at land.
predict - to guess something ahead of time on the basis of observation, experience, or reasoning.
prodigious - large or wonderful.
profession - a line of work that requires special study.
prosecute - to punish.
quadrilaterals - any fl at closed fi gure with four straight sides, such as a square or rectangle.
raving - wild and out of control.
rebel - to fi ght against those in control or refuse to obey their rules.
reckon - to count, guess, or expect.
retrieve - to locate and bring in.
rifl ed - to search through to fi nd something, usually to steal.
schooner - a sailing ship with at least two masts.
sentry - a guard or watchperson.
shipmates - people who work or live on the same ship.
skylarking - to play or move about in a carefree way.
sojourn - a temporary stay.
stockade - a fence for defense or protection made of logs placed side by side.
strolling - having a pleasant, easy walk.
summit - the highest part; the top of a hill or mountain.
superstitions - a belief that is not based on fact.
supplication - to humbly ask for.
swore - made a promise.
thicket - a thick patch of shrubs, bushes, or small trees.
tragedy - a very sad event.
variety - a number of different things in a group or class.
vast - very large in size, area, number, or amount.
vengeance - punishment to repay for an injury.
villain - an evil person.



VOCABULARY MATCHING
Treasure Island

Directions:  Match the words to their defi nitions.

helm  __________  1)  a small village.

marsh  _________  2)  made a promise

hamlet  _________  3)  a long piece of wood 
       

plank  __________  4)  a small mug or cup; a unit equal to
                                                  4 ounces

swore  _________  5)  a wheel or lever used for steering
                                                  a ship

noggin  ________  6)  a low, wet area, often thick with
                                                  tall grass

Find a sentence in the book that contains one of the words from 
above.  Write the sentence.
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VOCABULARY WORDS
Treasure Island

Directions:  Write the defi nitions to the vocabulary words below.

cutlass 

isle

piracy

trudged

deserted
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cutlass – a short, curved sword.
isle – a small island.
piracy – stealing or attacking at sea.
trudged – walked in a tired way.
deserted – left behind somebody or something.


